
Dino Excursion
Go on a scavenger hunt around the museum to find clues and lost dino’s hidden in the

museum.

Fossil making
Explore the process of fossilization and learn about the fascinating science behind it as

you mold and shape your fossils.

P is for
Paleontology

Dive into the fascinating field of paleontology as make and identify dinosaur bones, and
piece together clues from the past to make your mini dino dig.

Dino Takeover
Get ready for a pre-historic party by turning yourself into your favourite dino at the Dino

Takeover.

Dino Oology
Explore the fascinating world of dino oology as you examine your very own “Dino eggs"

and compare them to real dinosaur eggs, discovering the diversity of dinosaurs.

CAMP ACTIVITIES

Comets and
Catapults

Catapult different comets and see the colorful craters they leave behind.

Space Hunt 
Explore the vast reaches of space and uncover hidden treasures scattered throughout
the galaxy. Embark on an epic scavenger hunt to solve space-themed challenges and

unlock the mysteries of the cosmos.

Rockets and art! Create a colorful masterpiece by launching your very own rockets.

Space
exploration

Jump on a space mission to build a station suitable for human colonization on a distant
planet!

Rovers and
Research

Join us for an exhilarating rover mission and discover the challenges of exploring the
unknown using a robot.

Kids will also enjoy daily gallery time during camp!



Linkages
Introducing the fascinating world of linkages—how things connect, move, and work

together. Kids will enhance their problem-solving skills and imaginative thinking. 

Architectural
Engineering

Kids engage themselves in a series of hand-on, creative and fun architectural
engineering activities using unique cardboard shapes. 

Marble Day!
Prepare for a marbleous day of engineering, creativity, and gravity-defying fun! An

exciting day of hands-on activities, challenges, and marblemazing adventures. 

Tinker tech
Kids will learn how to turn everyday objects into touch-sensitive inputs and explore the

concepts of electrical conductors to create their very own musical instruments. 

Tri-BOT-lon! 
Kids will learn the basics of programming, problem-solving, and teamwork while having

a blast navigating their Sphero robot through various challenges. 

Pendulum
Painting

Watch as colorful swirls and patterns come to life before your eyes as kids explore the
fascinating interplay of gravity, motion, and paint.

Tinker art
Make unique contraptions that introduce you to making art with the most fun and

innovative techniques.

Anything but a
brush!

Forget about traditional paintbrushes – in this activity, kids will use everyday objects and
unexpected materials to apply paint and create stunning works of art.

Color catapults
Activate the artist within you as you catapult paint across the room and create amazing

masterpieces and memories.

Messy Science Get ready to mix and create colorful chemical reactions that will blow you away.

CAMP ACTIVITIES
Kids will also enjoy daily gallery time during camp!


